Past simple o past continuous 43.2
Change the sentences of the previous exercise into negative ones. Use the contract form when possible.

1. Yesterday I was making a cake
   Yesterday I wasn’t making a cake

2. She was playing in the garden when suddenly it started raining

3. Mark and Keith were studying at 4 o’clock

4. He was texting a message to his friend

5. My cat was sleeping in the basket

6. We were listening to music

7. The neighbors were having a party yesterday

8. Your mother was waiting for you outside the market

9. The witness was sitting when the murder happened

10. Mary and Jason were swimming in the pool

Soluzioni:
(1) Yesterday I wasn’t making a cake (2) She wasn’t playing in the garden when suddenly it started raining (3) Mark and Keith weren’t studying at 4 o’clock (4) He wasn’t texting a message to his friend (5) My cat wasn’t sleeping in the basket (6) We weren’t listening to music (7) The neighbors weren’t having a party yesterday (8) Your mother wasn’t waiting for you outside the market (9) The witness wasn’t sitting when the murder happened (10) Mary and Jason weren’t swimming in the pool
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